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Cisco Network Security Little Black BookParaglyph, 2002
With this concise, problem-solving guide, networking professionals will learn how to identify network security threat implement uniform security throughout their networks, secure remote dial-in access with CiscoSecure ACS and Cisco IOS AAA features, protect Internet access on their perimeter routers with the CiscoSecure IOS firewall software, and...
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Hacking VoIP: Protocols, Attacks, and CountermeasuresNo Starch Press, 2008
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) networks have freed users from the tyranny of big telecom, allowing people to make phone calls over the Internet at very low or no cost. But while VoIP is easy and cheap, it's notoriously lacking in security. With minimal effort, hackers can eavesdrop on conversations, disrupt phone calls, change caller IDs,...
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Advanced IP Network Design (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1999
CCIE Professional Development: Advanced IP Network Design provides the solutions network engineers and managers need to grow and stabilize large IP networks. Technology advancements and corporate growth inevitably lead to the necessity for network expansion. This book presents design concepts and techniques that enable networks to evolve into...
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Deploying Voice over Wireless LANs (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2007

The definitive guide to planning, architecting, deploying, supporting, and creating Voice over Wireless LAN solutions

 

Recent advances make it possible to deliver high-quality voice and video communications over a wireless LAN (WLAN), replacing costly...
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CCNP BSCI Exam Certification Guide (CCNP Self-Study, 642-801), Third EditionCisco Press, 2003
Prepare for the CCNP 642-801 BSCI exam with the only Cisco  Systems authorized self-study preparation book. 

	
    Master advanced routing techniques and practices 

    
	
    Prepare for the new exam with the 200-plus question testing  engine on CD-ROM...
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Web Security Field GuideCisco Press, 2002
While the Internet has transformed and improved the way we do business, this vast network and its associated technologies have opened the door to an increasing number of security threats. The challenge for successful, public web sites is to encourage access to the site while eliminating undesirable or malicious traffic and to provide sufficient...
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CCIP: MPLS Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s Implementing Cisco MPLS exam, 640-910.
    Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:     

	Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies...
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Network Management: Accounting and Performance StrategiesCisco Press, 2007
Understanding network performance and effectiveness is now crucial to business success. To ensure user satisfaction, both service providers and enterprise IT teams must provide service-level agreements (SLA) to the users of their networks–and then consistently deliver on those commitments. Now, two of the Cisco® leading network...
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CCNA Security 640-554 Official Cert GuideCisco Press, 2012

	Congratulations! If you are reading this, you have in your possession a powerful tool that can help you to


	Improve your awareness and knowledge of network security 


	Increase your skill level related to the implementation of that security 


	Prepare for the CCNA Security...
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Cisco Router Configuration Handbook (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	There are many sources of information and documentation for configuring Cisco networking


	devices, but few provide a quick and portable solution for networking professionals. This book is designed to provide a quick-and-easy reference guide for a wide range of commonly used features that can be configured on...
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CCSP: Securing Cisco IOS Networks Study Guide (642-501)Sybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 642-501, Securing Cisco IOS     Networks (SECUR). This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of every SECUR exam objective     
	Practical     information on Cisco security solutions     
	Hundreds of challenging practice...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate FastPassSybex, 2005
Concise, Accessible Coverage of All CCNA Objectives for Exam 640-801    

Two Bonus Exams on the CD    

Written by Todd Lammle, the Leading Authority on Cisco Internetworking    

From the author of Sybex's best-selling CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide comes the streamlined tool you need to hone in on...
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